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This study focuses on Carroll’s parodies of didactic Victorian poems in twelve Russian

translations of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland released over the twentieth century

(1924–2000). All parodied verses were well known to Carroll’s contemporary readers and

this element of recognition was further reinforced by the fact that such poems were learnt by heart

and recited. Much of the humour in these parodies is based on a mockery of social protocol and

deconstructing of moral and didactic principles of the Victorian era, a distant and barely known

epoch for the target audience of Russian children or adults. The primary goal of the analysis

is to examine solutions offered by Russian translators to achieve the recognisability and clash

of meanings commonly found in parodies. The domesticating method used by the translators is

clearly one that enables easier recognisability of a parody, while foreignising helps the translator

to faithfully convey the message of the original parody and to keep ironic and nonsensical elements.
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INTRODUCTION: LEWIS CARROLL’S ‘UNTRANSLATABLE’
ALICE

There is no need to introduce the content, the characters, or the plot of
Lewis Carroll’s brilliant satiric fantasy, in which a child’s perception of the
adult world, which is at the same time curiously attractive and threatening,
is exaggerated to the point of absurdity (Reichertz 51). Alice’s Adventures in

Wonderland has a reputation of being the most frequently quoted text after the
Bible and Shakespeare’s dramas. Though Carroll was concerned that it would
be ‘extremely difficult to find someone capable of translating Alice’ (quoted in
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Cohen, vi), the book was translated into 174 languages with 7,609 editions
(Lindseth and Tannenbaum 22).

Since the first translation into Russian in 1879, in which the name of the
protagonist was changed to Son� (Sonya) and the book was entitled Son� v
carstve Diva [Sonya in the realm of wonder], Carroll’s book has intrigued and
sorely tested Russian translators. One of them, Boris Zakhoder, was frequently
asked, ‘Why have you still not translated Alice?’ to which he responded, ‘It would
be easier to transpose England’ (quoted in Nikolaeva 89). Apparently, Zakhoder
found a way ‘to transpose England’ and his translation was released in 1971.
No other children’s book by a foreign author was translated into Russian so
many times over the twentieth and the beginning of the twenty-first centuries.
According to Lindseth and Tannenbaum’s catalogue of translations of Alice,
219 Russian editions (reprints, republications) were registered between 1897 and
2013 (743),1 not counting abridged versions and translations into other media.

One of the many challenges for any translator of Alice is the translation of
Carroll’s parodies of moral poems, which, according to Reichertz, are not merely
imitations of words, style, and tone, but actually serve to reverse the attitudes and
ideas of parodied works, therefore turning what was considered to be morality
and utility in eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century children’s books upside
down (49). When the French translation was being prepared for release, Carroll
specifically stressed how difficult it would be to translate his parodies: ‘The verses
would be the great difficulty, as I fear if the originals are not known in France,
the parodies will be unintelligible, in which case, it might be better to omit them’
(quoted in Cohen, vi).

We will focus on how Carroll’s parodies of well-known didactic Victorian
poems by Isaac Watts and Robert Southey recited by Alice – ‘How Doth the
Little Crocodile’ (chapter 2), ‘You Are Old, Father William’ (chapter 5) and ‘’Tis
the Voice of the Lobster’ (chapter 10) – were rendered by Russian translators.
Much of the humour in these parodies is based on a mockery of social protocol
and deconstructing of the moral and didactic principles of the Victorian era in
England (Dean 1), a distant and a barely known epoch for the target audience
of Russian children or adults.2 In all three cases, Alice strives to recite the verses
correctly but is constantly astonished by absurd results. Only parodies recited by
Alice are accompanied by alerted titles of the original poems, which give clear
signals about the pretexts and make the parodies easier to recognise.3

Our aim is to examine solutions by Russian translators to recreate the
parodied effect and what these solutions entail for the readers’ impression,
perception and understanding of Carroll’s narrative, considering that parodied
poems were unknown in the target Russian culture. Because of the large number
of Russian translations, it was impossible to include all of them in the analysis,
so this study focuses on Carroll’s parodies in Russian translations released
in the twentieth century (1909–2000) by Rozhdestvenskaya (1908–1909), M.
Granstrem (1908), Solovyova (1909), D’Aktil (1923), Nabokov4 (1923), Olenich-
Gnenenko (1940), Demurova (1966) (the only translation which included
translations of original poems), Shcherbakov (1971), Zakhoder (1975), Orel
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(1988), Jahnin (1991), and Kononenko (1998–2000). The reason we chose
the translations from this time period as a corpus was, first, due to the high
numbers of reprints, which rank from ten (Rozhdestvenskaya and Shcherbakov),
eighteen (Nabokov), and twenty-two (Jahnin) to forty-six (Zakhoder) and fifty-five
(Demurova),5 while translations released in the twenty-first century (2000–2020)
seldom reached two reprints. Another reason is that translations from the
twentieth century are still republished (for example Demurova’s in 2010 and
2015, Zakhoder’s in 2017, and Shcherbakov’s in 2018) and reach a broad
audience.

PARODY AND NONSENSE IN CHILDREN’S LITERATURE

Parody is always an imitation of an original work, but it also alters it significantly,
turning familiar notions upside down. Rose notes that ‘Parody in its broadest
sense and application may be described as first imitating and then changing
either, and sometimes both, the “form” and “content” [. . . ] of another work’
(45). Rose also exposed another significant feature of a parody: ‘most successful
parodies may be said to produce from the comic incongruity between the original
and its parody some comic, amusing, or humorous effect’ (45).

Connecting parody to nonsense in Alice, Shavit claims that parody not only
functions in creating the nonsensical level of the story but also participates in
Carroll’s endeavour to break the prevailing norms. Carroll’s manipulation of
the existing models resulted in the production of a new model that served as a
prototype for children’s books to follow (Shavit 84). All didactic poems parodied
by Carroll are parodies of specific works, meaning that the subject of this type
of parody is one single text (or a series of texts) from one author. In this type of
parody, the focus is on imitating and distorting the features of this specific text in
terms of its manner, its matter, or both (Broeder 8).

To function properly, parody needs to be recognised by the readers.
Hutcheon claims that parody depends immensely upon recognition, ceasing to
exist completely without it. Therefore, ‘in order for parody to be recognised and
interpreted, there must be certain codes shared between encoder and decoder’
(Hutcheon 27). Dentith also views the recognition of the parodied subject as one
of the most prominent features of a parody: ‘One of the features of parody is
that it depends for its effect upon recognition of the parodied original, or at
least, upon some knowledge of the style or discourse to which allusion is being
made’ (39).

Shires links the recognition of the parody to the comic effect that is often
produced by the ‘clash of the original idea and the new meaning’ or by a
surprising element placed in the verse in place of the traditional one that the
reader expected. To achieve this effect, the parody also needs to be recognised.
In this case, as Shires (275) explains, we laugh because our expectations are
fulfilled (we did not expect to read this) and because of ‘the collision of two
kinds of discourse – moral and amoral’. Hence, it is always possible that, even
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though a reader ‘shares the same language and cultural tradition as the parodist’
(Hutcheon 98), they might still lack the skill and sophistication to decode the text.
In such a case, if the readers fail to decode the text or the conventions that are
being parodied, the humorous effect based on parody vanishes and can only be
partly replaced by nonsensical elements.

The following examples will illustrate which methods Russian translators
preferred when facing the challenge of adapting Carroll’s parodies, what they
sacrificed, and what these choices entailed for the readers.

‘HOW DOTH THE LITTLE CROCODILE’

The poem ‘How Doth the Little Crocodile’ (‘How doth the little crocodile
improve his shining tail . . . ’) is a parody of Watts’s poem ‘Against Idleness and
Mischief’ (1715) (‘How does the little busy bee improve each shining hour’). The
poem is recited by Alice in the second chapter, ‘The Pool of Tears’, when she
has grown taller after drinking from the little bottle she found with the label
‘DRINK ME!’ Frightened by this sudden change, Alice wants to verify that she
is still herself and not someone else, like a less intelligent girl named Mabel, by
trying to remember what she learnt in school.

The original poem is constructed in four stanzas of four lines. The first two
depict a hard-working bee, a symbol of the industrious and the diligent, and the
last two exemplify the bee as a role model for human behaviour. The portrayal
of the bee in the first two stanzas, and the explicit moral lesson in the two last
stanzas, keep the poem within Lockean tradition, as animals were believed to
delight the child reader and more effectively impose moral lessons. The poem
features moral values vital for children in the Victorian epoch, such as religion,
hard work and commitment. All these values are turned upside down in Carroll’s
parody.

‘How Doth the Little Crocodile’ consists of two stanzas, each comprising
four lines. Alice stops reciting when she realises the verses are wrong. The first
stanza portrays an attractive crocodile, swimming in the Nile, while the second
stanza depicts the crocodile eating and toying with his prey, a little fish, in a
malicious manner. Carroll mocks the moral of being hardworking and dutiful
and parodies the whole process of moralising by substituting a hard-working
bee with a lazy, mischievous crocodile. The reader, who knows the original
poem, is then shocked by the clash of meanings and the reversal of the original’s
‘moral’ lesson (to be hardworking) into an ‘immoral’ message about spending
your days being idle and deceiving innocent prey (the fish). The comic effect is
thus achieved by introducing surprising elements in place of the traditional ones
that the reader is expecting.

Russian translators opted for three choices: (a) to translate the original
parody directly, keeping the key elements of the original and the nonsensical
effect, (b) to parody Russian poems or fables with similar didactic content, or (c)
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to refer to Russian verses in the first line and then to translate the original parody
directly.

Solovyova: a reference to Pushkin’s poem Cygane –ptiqka bo�i� ne znaet
[Gypsies – God’s bird does not know]
Granstrem: unchanged Krylov’s fable Strekoza i murave�i [The dragonfly
and the ant]
Rozhdestvenskaya: adapted translation of the original parody
D’Aktil: a reference to Pushkin’s poem Cygane –ptiqka bo�i� ne znaet
[Gypsies – God’s bird does not know]
Nabokov: a reference to Pushkin’s poem Cygane –ptiqka bo�i� ne znaet
[Gypsies – God’s bird does not know]
Olenich-Gnenenko: translation of the original parody
Demurova (trans. Sedakova): translation of the original parody
Shcherbakov: translation of the original parody
Zakhoder: a parody of the didactic children’s poem Deti v xkolu
sobira�ites� [Children, get ready for school] by Modzalevsky
Orel: translation of the original parody
Jahnin: a parody of the children’s New Year’s Eve songVlesu rodilas� ëloqka
[A little fir was born in the forest]
Kononenko: a parody of Krylov’s fable Vorona i Lisa [The crow and the fox]

Solovyova, D’Aktil and Nabokov opted to refer to Pushkin’s poem
Cygane – ptiqka bo�i� ne znaet [Gypsies – God’s bird does not know] in
the first line. The translations are constructed in two stanzas of four lines and
the original’s free and careless ptiqka (a diminutive for a bird) is substituted
with a cheating and deceptive krokodiluxka (a diminutive for a crocodile). All
translators keep the light tone and rhythm of the original. However, after this
successful clash of meanings in the first line, Pushkin’s poem is not parodied.
We find this decision to refer to a familiar poem and then to translate Carroll’s
parody directly problematic from the reader’s perspective. If the pretext is
successfully recognised, the reader then expects a parody of a familiar poem,
which would further ensure an unexpected clash of meanings, creating a
humorous and nonsensical effect. As the rest of the parody does not refer to
Pushkin’s poem in any way, the reader may get confused or, in the case of a child
reader, disappointed. Another problem is that Pushkin’s poem is not didactic
and does not offer any moral lesson. While in Carroll’s parody the element of
surprise is based on a complete reversing and mocking of strongly didactic and
moral lessons, in the Russian translations by Solovyova, D’Aktil and Nabokov
this element gets lost.

Zakhoder opted for a parody of the Russian children’s poem Deti vxkolu
sobira�ites� [Children, get ready for school], also known as Priglaxenie v
xkolu [Invitation to school] by L. Modzalevsky. This choice was most likely
determined by the content, as the original poem, which comprises sixteen
lines, also contains strong didactic features and offers a moral lesson about
the importance of hard work. In Modzalevsky’s poem, children are asked to
get ready for school quickly in the morning, while the animals have already
begun their daily work. The concluding line requires the children to pick up
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a book to read, as ‘God does not allow idleness’. The moral lesson and didactic
content related to the importance of hard work efficiently corresponds to Watt’s
original parodied by Carroll in which the moral of the importance of hard
work is also acquired through the narrator of the poem. In Zakhoder’s parody,
which comprises ten lines, the clash of meanings and the element of surprise
are introduced in the first line when the noun deti (children) is substituted by
zveri’ (animals) and instead of the original rooster, who crows in the morning,
it is a crocodile who crows. In what follows, Zakhoder mocks the original and
undermines its seriousness by turning the most eminent features upside down.
All the animals loudly protest against working and Alice wonders neu�eli im
tak t��ko prinimat�s� za dela?! [Is it really so difficult for them to do
some work?!]. The parody is easy to recognise and the clash of meanings and
humorous effect are also well preserved.

Kononenko referred to Krylov’s fable Vorona i Lisa [The crow and
the fox] in the first two lines, which comprises a different moral lesson about
how dangerous believing in flattery can be. Like the original, the parody is
also structured in two stanzas of four lines. The rest of the parody is a close
translation of Carroll’s, capturing the main element of a charming, lazy crocodile
awaiting his prey. The main problem with the use of fables when rendering
Carroll’s parodies is that they do not contain religious connotations. Hence,
leaving this aside, the crucial elements of recognition, clash of meaning and
surprise are ensured. The first line of the original fable remains unchanged
and the reader is then surprised when the familiar structure is suddenly broken
with the appearance of an unexpected element, a crocodile, in the second line.
However, as in the previous cases, the fable is not fully parodied, which may
disappoint or confuse the readers.

Jahnin introduced a parody of one of the most well-known Russian
children’s songs, V lesu rodilas� ëloqka [A little fir was born in the forest]. The
original consists of six stanzas of four lines, while Jahnin’s parody is shorter and
consists of two stanzas of four lines. The parody follows the original’s structure,
while the familiar ëloqka (a little fir) is substituted with tëloqka (a small female
calf). The rest of the parody focuses on a small calf, preserving the elements
of recognition, surprise and a clash of meanings. In this case, the element of
recognition is achieved but the Russian original does not contain any moral or
didactic lessons.

Granstrem used an unchanged text of another of Krylov’s fables, Strekoza
i murave�i [The dragonfly and the ant].

‘YOU ARE OLD, FATHER WILLIAM’

Alice wants to test her identity again by reciting a familiar poem in the fifth
chapter, which is constructed as a dialogue between Alice and the Caterpillar.
The poem Alice recites is a parody of Southey’s poem ‘The Old Man’s Comforts
and How He Gained Them’ (1799). It is the longest poem in the book, structured
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as a dialogue between the father and the son. The son reminds the father how
old he is and asks all sorts of questions about life. The whole first line ‘“You
are old, Father William,” the young man cried’ is repeated every other stanza,
as well as the final line, ‘“Now tell me the reason, I pray”’. Southey alters the
exclamation ‘“You are old, Father William”’, with the father’s reminiscence of
his youth. Carroll preserves this alternation of two corresponding replicas but
changes the second part of the first verse in every stanza. In the original, the son is
a curious young man and the father is patient and nostalgic, balanced, calm and
deeply religious. In Carroll’s parody, the father is impatient, rude, unpleasant
and even violent. The original poem consists of six stanzas of four lines, of which
every other stanza is a question by a young man, followed by Father William’s
answers, which contain moral lessons. Carroll’s parody comprises eight stanzas
of four lines and the questions asked of the father refer to his ability and reason
for doing strange, unusual and even ridiculous things, such as ‘“standing on your
head”’ or finishing ‘“a goose with the bones and the beak”’

In this case, Russian translators opted for: (a) a direct translation of Carroll’s
parody, (b) a reference to a well-known Russian poem, (c) a parody of a well-
known Russian fable with similar didactic content, or (d) a parody of a Russian
poem with similar didactic content.

Solovyova: a parody of Pushkin’s long poem Poltava [Poltava]
Granstrem: the unchanged Krylov fable Vorona i Lisa [The crow and the
fox]
Rozhdestvenskaya: direct translation of the original parody
D’Aktil: a parody of Krylov’s fable Poprygun�� Strekoza [A merry dragonfly]
Nabokov: a reference to Mikhail Lermontov’s poem Borodino [Borodino]
Olenich-Gnenenko: direct translation of the original parody
Demurova (trans. by S. Marshak): direct translation of the original parody
Zakhoder: a reference to the Russian children’s poem Veqer byl, sverkali
zvezdy [It was evening, the stars were shining] combined with lines from eight
Russian poems.
Shcherbakov: direct translation of the original parody
Orel: direct translation of the original parody
Jahnin: a reference to Mikhail Lermontov’s poem Borodino [Borodino]
Kononenko: a reference to Mikhail Lermontov’s poem Borodino [Borodino]

Solovyova opted for parodying part of Pushkin’s long poem Poltava
[Poltava], which describes a battle between the Russian and the Swedish armies
in 1709. The parody is different from Carroll’s, as it is not structured as a
dialogue, but describes the awaking of animals in the forest who wait for their
tsar, a giant mushroom. The parody comprises thirty-two lines. The element of
recognition is well-preserved, as the first line remains unchanged and Solovyova
closely follows Pushkin’s original by recreating the style, metric and rhyme.
The clash of meanings and element of surprise are successfully achieved by
introducing mushrooms and animals instead of Russian and Swedish warriors.
However, Pushkin’s original does not contain any moral or didactic lessons, so
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in Solovyova’s translation, parodying the idea of transferring wisdom from the
older to the younger generation is absent.

Nabokov, Jahnin and Kononenko chose Lermontov’s patriotic poem
Borodino [Borodino], devoted to the victory of the Russian army over French
invasion forces (1812) in the Battle of Borodino. The poem starts with a direct
appeal Ska�i-ka d�d� [Tell me, uncle] and the first part is constructed as a
dialogue between the young and the older soldier. In the opening line, the young
soldiers ask if the surrender of Moscow, a strategic move during Napoleon’s
invasion, was necessary. The rest of the poem is comprised as a storytelling in
which the older soldier describes the Battle of Borodino and the courage and
sacrifice of Russian warriors, particularly emphasising that the young generation
is weaker and there are no such heroes any more. The poem comprises fourteen
stanzas by seven lines and is one of the longest classic Russian poems constructed
as a dialogue.

The translators used the first line of the original, Ska�i-ka, d�d�’ [Tell me,
uncle], and then structured their parodies as a dialogue between a younger man
and d�d� [uncle], preserving the original’s metre and rhyme. The translations
comprise eight stanzas of four lines. As for the content, the translators closely
followed Carroll’s parody, keeping most of uncle’s responses, referring to his
ability to perform ridiculous actions, such as devouring a whole goose intact.
In this case, the element of recognition is ensured by the introductory line, the
dialogue structure, the alternation of two corresponding replicas and the direct
addressing of d�d� [uncle], which reminds the reader of the parodied pretext. It
is clear that the chosen poem contains a very different lesson to that of ‘Against
Idleness and Mischief’, yet Russian parodies also mock the idea of wisdom and
experience being transferred from one generation to the next. The reader is
provided with enough coordinates to recognise the pretext, hence, as in the case
of Pushkin’s poem, I believe that only parodying a familiar poem in the first few
lines may confuse the readers, who expect the full parody of the pretext, in this
case, Lermontov’s Borodino.

D’Aktil based his parody on Krylov’s fable Poprygun�� Ctrekoza [A
merry dragonfly], which conveys a moral lesson about the importance of
responsibility and hard work. In the original, a carefree, lazy dragonfly is pitted
against to a hard-working ant, who is better prepared for a harsh winter. As
the winter comes, the dragonfly has no other choice but to ask the ant for
help. In D’Aktil’s parody, the moral from the original fable is turned on its
head by reversing the main characters’ roles. The dragonfly no longer needs
to learn the valuable lesson of being hard-working. In contrast, it is the dragonfly
who becomes hard-working and responsible, while the ant is depicted as lazy,
carefree and bold. The nature of the original fable is also subverted in the end
of the parody, when the ant is the one who asks a dragonfly for help. D’Aktil’s
parody is shorter than Carroll’s, is not constructed as a dialogue, comprises only
twelve lines and takes an entirely different direction from the original’s idea of
transferring wisdom to the next generation. The religious connotations of the
original parody are also neutralised. However, familiarity and a surprising clash
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of meaning are successfully achieved, as Krylov’s fables were popular, often
learnt by heart and recited.

Zakhoder’s decision is perhaps the most innovative and required a high
level of creativity, as, after a reference to a well-known Russian children’s poem,
Veqer byl, sverkali zvezdy [It was evening, the stars were shining] in the
first two lines, the translator incorporates unchanged lines from seven other
Russian poems and nursery rhymes: Qi�yk-Py�ik, gde ty byl [Chizhyk-
Pyzhik, where have you been – a nursery rhyme], Za�c bely�i, kuda begal
[White rabbit, where you were running – a nursery rhyme], Aty-Baty [Aty-
Baty, a nursery rhyme], Po�imanna� ptiqka [Caught bird – a children’s poem
by Poretsky], Pesni Zapadnyh Slav�n: Kon� [Songs of Western Slavic: The
horse by Pushkin], Utoplennik [A drawn man by Pushkin], Evgeni�i Onegin
[Eugene Onegin by Pushkin]. The lines are successfully incorporated into the
translation, which comprises ten stanzas of four lines each and is constructed as
a dialogue between a little boy and his father. The little boy asks the father all
kinds of nonsense questions, such as how many musical notes can be used to
tune frost, trying to confuse him, yet the father finds witty answers to all of them.
Zakhoder’s rendering of Carroll’s parody ensures successful familiarity and a
clash of meanings of at least some (if not all) of the pretext. It is creative, comical
and includes an element of playing with the text, as children are offered eight
poems and nursery rhymes to recognise. It also preserves the dialogue structure
and the idea of mocking the rule that children should respect their elders.

Granstrem remained consistent in her translation choices and used another
unchanged fable by Krylov, Vorona i Lisa [The crow and the fox].

‘ ’TIS THE VOICE OF THE LOBSTER’

This is the last poem recited by Alice to test her memory, while talking to the
Mock Turtle. The poem is a parody of ‘The Sluggard’ by Isaac Watts, another
didactic poem well-known at the time the original was released. It describes the
life of a miserable, lazy person who denies the importance of the Bible and does
not strive for any personal development by ‘working and reading’. Carroll kept
the first part of the introductory line, ‘’Tis the voice of . . . ’, then substituted the
sluggard for the lobster. The parody comprises sixteen lines, four fewer than the
original. Alice repeats nonsense verses about a baked lobster who pretends not
to be afraid of sharks. Carroll’s lobster’s corresponding vice is that he is weak,
boasting and, consequently, easy prey. Alice is then interrupted by the Mock
Turtle asking for an explanation at the beginning of the second stanza. In what
follows, Carroll alludes to the original again by keeping the line ‘I passed by his
garden [. . . ]’, intact, but introducing an owl and a panther who are sharing a pie
in the garden.

Russian translators opted for: (a) a direct translation of Carroll’s parody,
(b) a parody of famous Russian poems without didactic content, c) a parody of
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famous Russian fables with different didactic content, and (d) parodying a famous
proverb combined with a direct translation of Carroll’s parody.

Solovyova: a reference to Pushkin’s poem Pesn� o Vewem Olege [The song of
the prophetic Oleg] and a reference to Lermontov’s poem Vyho�u odin � na
dorogu [I walk alone on the road]
Granstrem: omitted
Rozhdestvenskaya: direct translation of the original parody
D’Aktil: parody of Krylov’s fable Odna�dy Leb�d�, Rak i Wuka [Once the
swan, the crawfish and the pike]
Nabokov: a reference to Pushkin’s poem Pesn� o Vewem Olege [The song of
the prophetic Oleg] combined with a direct translation
Olenich Gnenenko: direct translation of the original parody
Demurova: direct translation of the original parody
Shcherbakov: direct translation of the original parody
Zakhoder: a reference to the Russian proverb Zavtra, zavtra, ne segodn�
vse lenivcy govor�t, a literal translation of the German proverb Morgen,

Morgen, nur nicht Heute, Sagen alle Faulen Leute [Tomorrow, tomorrow, not today, say
all lazy people] combined with a translation of the original parody
Orel: direct translation of the original parody
Kononeno: parody of Krylov’s fable L�guxka i Vol [The frog and the ox]
Jahnin: parody of Tyutchev’s poem L�bl� grozu v naqale ma� [I love the
thunderstorms at the beginning of May]

Solovyova referred to a ballad by Pushkin in the first line. The original
talks about a historical figure, the Russian prince Oleg, who was foretold that
his favourite horse would kill him. At the end of the poem, Oleg is bitten by
a snake that hides in the head of his dead horse. After referring to Pushkin’s
poem in the first line, Solovyova closely translated the rest of Carroll’s parody.
In her translation, the original’s idea is preserved, as the shark eats the lobster
in the end. The second part also refers to another classical poem in the first line,
closely following Lermontov’s rhyme and meter, while keeping the key elements
of Carroll’s parody. The element of recognition is thus well-preserved, but the
clash of meaning is achieved only in the introductory line, in which the original’s
name, Vewi�i Oleg (Prophetic Oleg), is substituted with vewi�i omar (prophetic
lobster). As mentioned, parodying only the introductory lines may confuse the
reader, who will then expect familiar constructions to be subverted, but instead
is ‘sent’ in an entirely different direction. Both parodied Russian poems do not
contain any didactic or moral lessons.

As in one of the previous examples, D’Aktil based his parody on another of
Krylov’s fables. In the original, the swan, the crawfish and the pike are pulling
the cart in different directions, while in D’Aktil’s parody, which also comprises
twelve lines, they decide to dance but cannot perform the dance until the end of
the fable, dancing in different directions. D’Aktil kept the first and the last two
lines of the original fable unchanged, making it easy to recognise. The element
of surprise and clash of meanings is successfully achieved by substituting the
original’s intention to move the cart with an unsuccessful attempt to perform a
dance, which also corresponds to the content of the chapter ‘Lobster’s Quadrille’,
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in which the Mock Turtle and the Gryphon perform a dance for Alice. The
parody and the moral lesson to be learnt from it are different from the original,
in which Carroll reverses and mocks the call to be hard-working, while D’Aktil’s
parodied version mocks the importance of working together.

Kononenko also chose to parody Krylov’s fable, in which an envious frog
decides to become as big as an ox but ends up exploding. The moral embedded
in this fable is the danger of envy. In Kononenko’s parody, the frog is substituted
with a vain, self-assured lobster who is getting ready to fight a shark, dressing
up and boasting to other fish about his strength, but is eaten by a shark in the
end. As in the previous example, the moral lesson conveyed is different from the
original and the moral of the danger of vanity is turned upside down. Hence, the
translator successfully rendered the familiarity as well as the clash of meanings,
creating a humorous effect and enabling the reading audience to link the parody
to the pretext.

Nabokov also used Pushkin’s verse Pesn� o Vewem Olege [The song
of prophetic Oleg], preserving the original metre of the ballad and using the
keyword vewi�i omar (prophetic lobster) in the first line to make the poem
recognisable. Hence, in what follows, Nabokov did not parody Pushkin’s poem
but translated Carroll’s parody directly.

Zakhoder parodied the Russian proverb Zavtra, zavtra, ne segodn�
vse lenivcy govor�t [Tomorrow, tomorrow, nottoday, say all lazy people]
in the first line, achieving a clash of meaning by introducing varëny�i rak (a
cooked lobster) instead of lenivcy’ [lazy people]. The rest of the poem, which
comprises twenty-six lines, is then based on mocking the idea of being hard-
working, as the lobster gets in trouble for hurrying and because he wants to
finish everything as soon as possible. The parody advises Esli hoqex� dolgo
�it�, dol�en ty l�boe delo pervym delom otlo�it� [If you want
to live long, the first thing you need to do is to put off all work]. Zakhoder’s
version deviates from Carroll’s parody, as a key element of the original parody,
the shark, is omitted and the lobster gets caught in a fisherman’s net instead.
Hence, contextually, Zakhoder’s parody still corresponds to Carroll’s, which is
also based on mocking the moral of hard work.

Jahnin again opted to parody another poem, this time by Tyutchev,
which comprises thirteen lines, achieving a surprise element by substituting the
original’s groza [thunderstorm] with the rhyming and similar sounding noun
koza [goat] and the original’s ma�i [May] with the rhyming Russian female
name Ma�i�[Maya]. The parody comprises nine lines and successfully achieves
the element of recognition and a clash of meanings, as well as the nonsense
effect, though the element of mocking didactic-moral features by denying the
moral is lost.

CONCLUSION

An extensive corpus from twelve translations released over the twentieth
century (1909–1999) allows some basic conclusions. Different Russian
translators preferred different approaches to what is referred to as a
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domestication/foreignisation dilemma. Analysis demonstrates that Russian
translators opted for only one foreignising option when rendering Carroll’s
parodies of didactic verses, which is a direct translation of the original parodies,
keeping key nonsense elements. The palette of domesticating strategies is more
diverse and includes (a) parodies of Russian fables; (b) parodies of well-known
Russian poems with didactic content; (c) parodies of Russian poems and songs
without didactic content; and (d) use of unchanged Russian fables. Finally, one
method can be classified as a combination of foreignisation and domestication,
which is a reference to well-known Russian verses in the first or the second line
followed by translations of the original parody. This combined method was used
by Solovyova, Nabokov, and D’Aktil.

When translating the original parodies directly, the translators successfully
preserved rhetorical devices and stylistic features of the original’s parodies
and followed the content closely, keeping most nonsense elements intact yet
eliminating the recognisability effect.

When using equivalents from their respective culture to maintain the effect
of the parodies, translators opted for a variety of choices. In most cases, the
translators used references to popular classical Russian poems by Pushkin,
Lermontov, and Tyutchev in the first line, making them initially easier for the
readers to recognise. In what followed, the translator maintained the rhetorical
devices and stylistic features by translating parodies directly. We believe that in
this instance, when the reference to the first line of a well-known poem links the
readers to the pretext, which is then not parodied, children may get confused.
There is an additional problem with maintaining the effect of the parodies, as
the Russian verses the translators chose did not contain any didactic, moral, or
religious principles. Even though the translators kept the key nonsense elements
of the original parodies (for example, the crocodile in ‘How Doth the Little
Crocodile’, a dialogue between an old and young man in ‘You are Old, Father
William’ or the shark and the lobster in ‘’Tis the Voice of the Lobster’), achieving
a successful clash of meaning and certainly making the reading experience
enjoyable, the original subject of the source text parodies, Carroll’s intention
to mock and subvert didacticism and moral, was not preserved.

Solovyova and Jahnin substituted Carroll’s parodies with their own parodies
of Russian poems and songs, opting for those without didactic, religious, or moral
content. In both cases, the parodies from the source text were replaced with other
parodies from the target culture without any equivalence. The only similarity
lies in the type of rhetorical device that is used. As in the previous case, while
keeping the nonsense elements to a certain degree, this strategy failed to transfer
the original’s intention to turn moralistic and didactic principles of the Victorian
epoch upside down. Still, we believe it is a better option to offer the readers full
parodies of familiar poems.

The same contextual problem occurs in D’Aktil’s and Kononenko’s
translations. Both translators used the strategy of substitution by parodying
Russian fables. Fables do not have any religious connotations but contain
moral (if not didactic) lessons, which were successfully mocked by D’Aktil and
Kononenko. Children are able to recognise the pretext more easily and are
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confronted with a clash of familiar meanings, which ensure a humorous effect
and the aspect of playfulness of the text. The use of unchanged fables fails to
achieve any of these goals and was only used by Granstrem.

Substitution of the original parodies with parodies of well-known Russian
poems with didactic or religious content would be the most appropriate strategy,
considering the mocking of these concepts in the originals. The results show that
this method was only used by Zakhoder, who found fitting substitutes with similar
content in the target culture when rendering all three parodies.

Russian translations demonstrate a high level of imagination and creativity
when rendering Carroll’s parodies. Yet, the originals’ purpose to mock and
parody the didactic lessons and moral arguments is lost in all translations other
than Zakhoder’s. This is surprising, as Russian literature offers a rich palette of
verses with didactic content that were a part of the school curriculum in the
twentieth century and were certainly well-known. Some examples are poems by
Nekrasov, who often rendered moral lessons with irony, preferring humour to
invective, or by Marshak, one of the most famous Soviet poets and translators,
who successfully incorporated moral (even if not religious) lessons in his poetry
for children. These (and other) poems could be successfully used as pretexts to
render Carroll’s parodies.

NOTES

1. The history of Russian translations in the twentieth century is periodically presented and
analysed by Eleni Karvounidou (2017).

2. For the sake of clarity, the article will focus on the target reading group of children.
3. In cases of other parodied poems, the original titles are not referred to.
4. Some aspects of Nabokov’s translation are analysed by Julian W. Connolly in ‘Anya v

strane chudes’ [Anya in wonderland]. The Garland Companion to Vladimir Nabokov. New York:
Garland, 1995. 18–24.

5. Demurova’s version is based not only on Carroll’s original but also on Garner’s Annotated
Alice (1960).
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